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Minutes 
 

 Of the Meeting held on Tuesday, 12th of November 2019 at 7.30 pm – at St. Ives Town Hall 
 

Present:  
Jean Chandler  (JC) : Co-opted member 

Margaret King  (MK) : St. Ives TC 

Margaret Lumb  (ML) : Chairman 

Owen McLaughlin (OM) : Secretary 

Dave McCandless (DM) : Community Roadwatch 

Colin Saunderson (CS) : Fenstanton PC 

  Wendy Oldfield  (WO) : Earith Speedwatch 

  Andy Bush  (AB) : Hilton Action on Traffic 

  Peter Smith  (PS) : Co-opted member 

  Jeff Nicholls  (JN) : Earith PC 

   

 

1. Welcomes & Apologies   
 
ML welcomed Roy Fabb and Rachel Fabb from Somersham who are attending as members of the public. 
 
Apologies had been received from Sue Martin, Noel Baker, Jill Tavener and Ros Townsend. 
 
 

2. Minutes - To approve Minutes of the meeting held on 10th September 2019 
 

JN said that his apologies had not been recorded for the last meeting. OM to amend the minutes 
accordingly. 
 

 

3. Matters arising from the Minutes 
 

State of the Willingham Road: 

Email from SC to OM: Oct 25th 2019. 



Officers have been working on a scheme to ‘reconstruct’ the existing road with a strengthened base. This is 
estimated to cost £6m -£7m. Central Gov’t operates a ’Maintenance Challenge Fund’ to help with ‘one-off’ 
maintenance issues that arise and cannot be funded through normal means. Tim Wotherspoon (C Cllr for 
Willingham) and I, are supporting a bid for the maximum £5m to help fund a reconstruction scheme. This is 
where the full closure for several months would come in. With the A14 on target for completion in about 12 
months time, that would be the time to do it. Fingers crossed we get the £5m.  In the meantime, more 
emergency patching will be done in November under a Sunday closure. 

Note: Patching work was done on November 3rd.  Reported accident on November 9th with a car in the 
river.  

 

4. Correspondence 
 
None 

 
5. St. Ivo School Report 

 
ML reported that there had been a meeting at the Ivo School on October 1st. Police, DC, Road Safety & 
Rachel Yorke & Mike Craig from Ivo attended. The idea of using the 6th formers to ’monitor’ the behavior of 
the younger students when crossing the main road was discounted because of safeguarding issues. 
However, other possible solutions were the use of SIDs either side of the A1123 to monitor speeds and to 
ask Speedwatch to do a speed check. Another option may be to install countdown boxes at the traffic lights 
so drivers and pedestrians know how long they will have to wait. 
Since the meeting it is been hard to make any progress. The PCC have said that more SIDs can’t be 
supplied because St. Ives TC already have 2. Also there has been no response to queries about the cost 
or legality of siting countdown boxes. ML said she would see if the St. Ives SIDs could be deployed near 
the school and would keep pursuing the countdown boxes. However, the sudden resignation of Jason 
Ablewhite makes the prospect of any funding from the PCC rather more remote. 
 
JC said that the first meeting with the school was over 4 years ago and nothing had changed since then. 
PS suggested that if countdown timers are being considered they should also look at the delays because 
some of the waits are just too long. 
 

6. Speeding Tractors 
 

Serious incidents involving tractors and other agricultural vehicles seem to be increasing. The crash below 
happened in Haddenham on October 8th. There was also a fatal crash involving a tractor near Wisbech a 
couple of days later. 
 

 
 

There are a number of factors that have created this road safety threat. A few of these are described 
below. 



Higher Speed Limits: 
The national speed limit for tractors is 25 mph (up from 20 mph a two or three years ago).  These limits are 
never enforced. 
 
Lack of policing:  
The police used to visit farms and give them a talking to if they had a report of tractor offences (speeding, 
poor loading, too many people in the cab, soft tyres, mud on road to name but a few).  Nowadays Cambs. 
Police call centre will not even accept a report of an offence from the public. 

 
Contract farming:   
Fewer local people involved in farming with contractors under pressure to get the job done and move to the 
next one, means that drivers are pressured rather than restrained by their managers. 

 
Vehicle design and control:   
Top speeds for these vehicles, especially the JCB 4-track types, can be up to 60 mph.  Why?  They should 
all be fitted with engine management systems that limit the top speed to the national limit 

 
DM said that Roadwatch have statistics on speeding tractors and they also record registration numbers. 
 
Roy Fabb said that Countryside Watch may be a way of circulating a message to the farming community 
regarding the speeding tractor issue and the contact there is Stefan Gidlow.  
 
WO thought that we could also send our concerns to the National Farmers Union. 

  

 

7. Wheatsheaf Crossroads Update 
 
OM displayed  a graphic of the Wheatsheaf Junction from the crashmap website (www.crashmap.co.uk). 
This showed crashes over the past 20 years at the site which had resulted in injury. 

 
There has recently been a spate of accidents reported by Envar who are keeping a log of crashes. 



 
August 22nd:  Two car collision both drivers required medical treatment 
September 13th: Car drove straight across junction and collided with a vehicle on B1040.  Two injured, one seriously. 
October 1st:  Road closed due to crash. Injuries unknown. 
October 30th:  Crash between car & motorcycle. Allegedly the car went straight across the junction. 

 
JC observed that the greatest danger is from vehicles going straight over the junction and STOP signs are 
needed. But when we have asked for them we have always been told that the criteria do not support their 
use. 
 
Roy Fabb said that Somerhsam PC had repeatedly asked for a 40mph limit but have always been told 
that’s not possible because the police won’t enforce it. However, Sergeant Andy Street always said 40mph 
could be enforced if there were 2 speed cameras in operation. 
 
OM said that he had asked Matt Staton for an update on the speed camera digitalization in Cambridgeshire 
but had not yet received a response. He would send a chasing email.  
 
DM commented that it is a stock answer that the police can’t enforce speed limits. But even if they don’t 
enforce them the lower limits will still have an effect since most people will obey them.  
 
MK asked if we had ever asked the police or other agencies to attend because there are so many 
unanswered questions. We need to publicise this more.  
 
The general sense of frustration over the junction is considerable. ML said that the Pidley web-site is full of 
complaints.  
 
OM had received an email from Cllr Steve Criswell who had reiterated that the Whetasheaf is low on the 
list of accident cluster sites and therefore not a priority for improvement. But he was working with other 
agencies to see if a solution can be found and is hopeful of a positive outcome. However he is not in a 
position to share more details at the moment because this could compromise the discussions. 

 
8. Traffic Incidents on A1096  
 
AB had reported a number of incidents on the A1096 on the approach to the A14 flyover where drivers are 
veering on to the wrong side of the road after the turnoff towards Cambridge.  

 
 



AB believes that it is unclear signage causing the problem. Drivers are confused by the right turn towards 
Cambridge onto the A14 and they think that it has turned into two lanes up over the flyover. Below is a link 
to a video clip showing an incident of this kind. 
 

https://youtu.be/yMkUS7APXm0 
 
AB had written to the police Online Communities with the video evidence but had been told that the best 
way to bring the problem to attention was via a formal letter from the RSC.  But the impression was that 

nothing will be done until after the new A14 is open 
 
Rachel Fabb said she had seen an incident here about 10 days previously. 
 
Action OM to write on behalf of the RSC. 

 
9. Watching Items 

 
CS said that item 14, Corn Exchange & Station Road. needs to be split into 2 separate items. 
 
Sawtry Way Speed Limit: 
DM said that he had heard absolutely nothing from County Highways despite the LHI having been 
submitted on 4 August 19 and the Presentation date expected in December 19. 
The Director of Inflatabounce (in the old Equestrian Centre) has offered use of its meeting rooms for both 
the Project Liaison Team (PLT) and Public Consultation Meetings should we be afforded the opportunity to 
meet/consult, though that is now looking increasingly unlikely, again. 
 

More information at:     www.roadwatch.org.uk/cambs/sawtryway2019  

 
Cromwell Terrace Crossing: 
CS said that he is soldiering on with this. He is currently waiting for some data from the surgery. A count of 
pedestrians showed 70 per hour crossing from the car park. 
DM has said that he will put up a logger to monitor traffic volumes and speeds.  
 
Vegetation Cutting: 
MK said that there needs to be a bigger initiative here. What has been proposed is just froth with no 
substance and there is no money to support it. 
 

10. Reports from members 
 

DM, Community Roadwatch 

 

A1123 Speed Reduction:  

Houghton and Wyton Parish Councils have submitted an LHI to Cambridgeshire County Council to reduce 
the speed limit on the A1123 to a consistent 40mph between St Ives and Hartford. Please note that whilst 
CRW is 100% in favour, this should not happen in isolation to the B1090 lest it becomes the strategic faster 
NSL route with narrow pavements 21 exits and children walking to school and parents crossing it with 
children to use bus stops and Inflatabounce. I hope the RSC, whilst supporting it, will make its opinion 
known to County Highways, that an ‘holistic’ strategic preference should be adopted that will include the 
B1090 lest it become an even madder and more dangerous mile for hundreds of residents and young 
pedestrian users.  

Speeding:   

Speeding statistics for 2019 up to October 31st are shown at Appendix A of these minutes. 

Village-wide data also available on the Roadwatch Website at www.roadwatch.org.uk/cambs/stats.htm but 
overall it does show a drop in speeding percentages from 30% to 26% - possibly thanks to a combination 
of Roadwatch, Speedwatch and effectively placed and properly maintained SIDs.  



Lorrywatch:  CRW has been actively involved in assisting D Cllr Jill Tavener in monitoring and addressing 
HGV infringements along Station Rd, Warboys.  

Logger Deployments:   

Since our last meeting the Logger has been deployed to assist residents determine traffic facts along 
Desborough Rd in Huntingdon and the High St in Somersham. Details have been published on our 
website.  

Current SID Support and locations.  
CRW currently is supporting the Parish-owned SIDs in Willingham (2), Haddenham (2 ) and Somersham 
(1). Additionally, it has its own sponsored SIDs deployed in Somersham (2 in Parkhall Rd 20 limit and High 
St 20 limit) and Warboys (Station Rd). CRW is currently training village SID Support Teams (SSTs) to be 
able to not only safely change batteries and move SIDs, but also to use Tablets and Laptops to download 
SID data and convert it into graphs and summaries for uploading to the village websites by 1 April 2020.  

CS, Fenstanton 

The LHI bid for a speed reduction on London Road has failed. Because of the new housing estate more 
children were walking and cycling along the road and with HGVs travelling at 40mph there was significant 
wind turbulence as well as other dangers. They did wind speed tests to show this effect. They also 
submitted NO2 data from tubes installed close to London Road. However, all this was not enough 

AB, Hilton  
 
There is now a new PC traffic group.  We have access to a Data Logger, a SID and a VAS and the main 
focus is to obtain a 24-hour weight limit for Hilton. There has also been some police enforcement of the 
existing TRO and some tickets have been handed out for infringements. 

 
WO, Earith Speedwatch  
 
October had been relatively quiet. Speed checks had been done in Chapel Road Earith and WO will attend 
the next PC meeting to press the case for a 20mph limit.  
HDC have put up two more NO2 tubes.  

 

11.  Items for Further Consideration   
 

Minor Works 
CS thought that the RSC should compile a list of minor works to be submitted to Brian Murdoch by 
January. There is often money left over in March that could be used to fund them. 
 
Some ideas: 
1. Pedestrian Crossing to the Free Church in St.Ives 
2. No parking area at the Queen Victoria Statue. 
3. Re-painting of white lines at Meadow Lane. 

 
Please submit further suggestions. 
 
 

12. Next 3 RSC Meeting Dates 
 

Tuesday  January  14th  2020 
Tuesday  March  10th   2020 
Tuesday  May  12th   2020 

 



Appendix A 

 


